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ABSTRACT

Recently, the automation of architectural design process has been focused specifically in Healthcare buildings (HCB) for easier implementation and faster feedback. Hence, a great evolution of Computational Implementations (CIs) were appeared and studied for early stages of design process of HCB, such as generating design solutions, evaluation of design solutions or others to provide helpful tools for designers. This paper provides comparative analyses of a set of CIs that can be applied on different architectural design stages in HCB, these stages includes: a) architectural programming and topological diagram, b) generating design alternatives and c) evaluation of design solutions. The focused CIs in this study have been classified to computational tools, computational algorithms, computational approaches and hybrid methods; they are compared using a set of criteria with various evaluation methods. This comparative analysis helps designers to determine the appropriate CI or CIs’ combinations for each main early stage of HCB design, and also the possibilities of connecting two of the studied CIs in a framework to get wider outcomes were studied. The main study findings are the capabilities, limitation and features of each CI, in addition to the best selections in each early stage for different HCB design cases. Also, possible connections between different CIs were discussed on simple examples as a fruitful outcome of analyzing CIs’ combinations.
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1. Introduction

Healthcare Buildings (HCB) depend foremost on the topological relationships between lots of geometrical spaces, also HCB require a high level of efficiency and social requirements [1]. Therefore, the work process of HCB design should constrain the architectural design and/or planning details [2]. The study will focus on main different stages of HCB architectural design: a) architectural programming and topological diagram, b) generating design alternatives and c) evaluation of design solutions. On the other hand, Computational Implementations (CIs) have been developed to be applied to architectural design as useful and user-friendly tools that help architects in the design process and save design time [3]. Due to the continues and rapid updates of CIs, there is a need to specify which CIs are better for each main early design stage in different HCB cases. This paper presents comparative analyses of a set of CIs for HCB design which determines the appropriate CI or CIs’ combinations for each main early stage of HCB design. Hence, CIs have been studied, analyzed and classified based on main three early design stages: a) architectural programming and topological diagram, b) generating design alternatives and c) evaluation of design solutions, and the estimation of the criteria for each CIs’ were studied with different methods as detailed bellow.

A set of previous studies have been addressed a comparative analysis between CIs for HCB. For instance, Reinhard et al. [4] compared two evaluation algorithms: dense packing algorithm and subdivision algorithm, for generating design solutions, and concluded that subdivision algorithm can generated valid solutions by ratio 90%, while dense packing algorithm could generate valid solution by ratio 85%. Heangwoo et al [5] compared between J-graph and SSA to study the space hierarchy in outpatient department, and found that J-graph could just calculate the space depth by analyses of flow connection and by drawing tree structure, while SSA could analyses the connectivity, integration and intelligibility of department spaces, and integrating J-graph and SSA could represent one of the best hybrid method for design solutions evaluation stage. For computational approaches and hybrid methods, Zifeng et al. [6] compared between Evolutionary Approach conducted by an Agent-based Topology Finding (EAATF) and others approaches as evaluation approach (Rosenman [7]), computing layouts with deformable templates (Peng [8]) and Genetic programming and agent-based (Adam [9]). As result, an EAATF approach is the most effective for generating 3D solution for multi-story building. Also, Daniel et al [10] have implemented slicing tree algorithm and Tabu search algorithm to compare their results. Thus, it is concluded that slicing tree algorithm is more appropriate for generating design alternatives; however Tabu search algorithm is more accurate for determining the optimal design alternative. Based on that, there is a need to a wider comparison to simply help designers to select best CI or CIs’ combination to their design cases – the aim of the study.

Hence, this paper structure was arranged to contain the outlined CIs for HCB design in section 2, then the Analyses of the selected CIs, the comparative analysis criteria and comparative analyses of CIs for the three-design stages were illustrated in section 3. Finally, the comparative Analyses results and connectivity relations possibilities between the CI were presented in sections 4 and 5 respectively.
2. CIs for HCB design

A set of relevant CIs to HCB have been collected from different studies to be analyzed; they can be classified mainly to four groups as detailed below.

2.1. Computational tools

Computational tools refer to standalone tools used to generate alternative or evaluate solutions. In the literature, there are many computational tools for HCB that studied topological diagram, generating design alternatives and evaluation of design solutions. Wolfgang et al [11] used "NetLogo" tool to get preliminary space layout and the adjacency matrix was defined by planners; it is simply a simulator that designs to perform agent-based simulations for providing topological diagram alternatives. Mohamed et al [12] used "MedModel" to evaluate the current workflow and test the proposed expansion of emergency department; MedModel can evaluate existing plan by following user flow and calculating walk distance and time required for hospital system. Phillip S et al [13] built a mock up by using Computer Assisted Virtual Environment “CAVE” application for design review of a patient room, since CAVE can evaluate room details, dynamic environment and review its design. There are other computational tools have been illustrated in many studies as; ARCHIPLAN (B. Medjdoub et al [14]) and Evolution parametric tool (Christopher et al. [1])

2.2. Computational algorithms

Computational algorithms refer to mathematical processes that were encoded to generate or evaluate design solutions. A wide variety of computational algorithms have been used in the architectural design process for generating alternatives, optimizing solution, searching for the optimal solution, etc. Evolutionary Program for Space Allocation Problem EPSAP algorithm is developed by Eugénio et al [15,16] for producing a set of floor plan designs and weighting the fitness value (built in Java); it couples Evolutionary Strategy (ES) that generates design alternatives and Stochastic hilling climbing to rank individuals according to objective function equation and improve them accordingly. I Cheng [17] developed "annealed neural network" to model a layout in addition to a simulated annealing algorithm to find the optimum solution. "Archplan" has been built to implement the annealed neural network algorithm that has been applied to evaluate the outcomes. Reinhard et al [4] applied "Subdivision algorithm" for layout generation; genetic programming is needed to exceed the generation to valid solutions. "EvoArch" an evolutionary algorithm has been improved by Samuel et al [18] to work with a graph encoding scheme, firstly, topological configuration has been encoded in adjacency graphs, and then reproduction operators have been used to evaluate the fitness. There are other computational algorithms illustrated in many studies as; Dense packing algorithm (Reinhard et al [4]), Heuristics algorithm (Alan et al [19]), Slicing Tree algorithm (Daniel et al [10]), Tabu search algorithm (Daniel et al [10]), and A branch-and-bound algorithm (Wei et al. [20])

2.3 Computational approaches

Computational approaches refer to proposed approaches that are implemented by computational tool or by encoding algorithm. Researchers proposed many computational approaches and frameworks different design stages. Salman et al [21] developed the conceptual framework for a dimensional customization system that reflects the potential of a constraints-based parametric design, it has been built by Autodesk Revit 3D Building
Information Modeling (BIM); the main steps were: a) parametric design system to create flexible solution, and b) user configuration system to valid them automatically. Gianfranco et al [22] provided a Knowledge-based Assistance for Architectural Design (KAAD) which transited between three design stages: a) objective definition, b) alternative design solution production, and c) evaluation. Gabriel [2] presented a simulation approach which combines dynamic entities (such as way finding, visibility, usage, movement, etc.) within static process (such as location, size, adjacency, etc.); this approach has been used for measuring the effect of social parameters on design, however, Microsoft Visio, Promodel process simulator and Arena were used to build the approach. T. Willoughby [23] developed a generative approach to computer-aided planning as "specific method of constructing a computer program which lays out the elements of a building to generate a coherent three dimensional form". It also provides a final plan in 2D and 3D forms besides elevation diagrams. Ipek [24] provided an Evolutionary Architectural Space layout Explorer "EASE" approach; it has three main phases: a) construction a valid layout by precedence-based layout configuration heuristics, b) constraint checker by mathematical framework; and c) improvement layout alternatives fitness by evolutionary operator, however, "EASE" model was implemented into a software application using Java.

Also, Zifeng et el [6] provided an evolutionary approach which has been supported by a multi-agent topologic finding system (EAATF) to satisfy architectural criteria; it is implemented also via three main phases written in Java 1.7: a) former to generate layout, b) evolutionary optimization process to improve layout, and c) the multi-agent system to narrow the search and increase the performance. Francisco et al [3] proposed Orthogonal Compartment Placement "OCP" approach to generate solutions corresponded to topological options; it can be applied also via three main phases: a) placement algorithm to determine elements location, b) qualitative path consistency algorithm by Block Algebra; and c) quantitative path consistency algorithm by Constraint Satisfactions. There are other computational approaches illustrated in many studies as; Computer-based decision support model (Ahmed [25]), Bi-objective optimization approach (Ada Che et al [26]) and Due-Time approach (Naja et al. [27]).

2.4. Hybrid methods

Hybrid methods are proposing combinations between two or more separated computational tools, algorithms, approaches to enhance the design process. For instance, David et al [28] combined Discrete Event Simulation "DES" with space syntax analyses’ SSA’ for optimizing emergency department designs. More specific, DES optimizes site allocation for plan spaces within operation process and care flow, as well as SSA analyzed the solutions and provided validation information for future designs. Also, Sang et al [29] used SSA with computational algorithm to produce J-Studio for Architectural Planning program "J-SAP" program model, while topological constraints have been extracted and represented in a graph by an algorithm, and the mathematical analyses done by SSA are to evaluate solutions based on social parameters.

Moreover, Adam [9] combined between genetic programing and another agent-based which called "Unfolding Embryology" for automating layout planning, specifically, genetic programing could generate space and rank weights, while Unfolding Embryology assigned activities to space according to topological and social parameters. Also, Heangwoo et al [4] conducted quantitative analyses for a number of hospitals by a justified graph "J-graph" and SSA, since flow connection and space depth were drawn by J-graph
while SSA calculated the accessibility, usability and cognition between spaces. Christopher et al [1] encoded Evolutionary Parametric Program Adjacency Script "EPPAS" to generate 2D and isometric solution to space design, so it has been used as an aid in design of buildings that have complex programmatic. Firstly, Grasshopper interface has been used to input data as Excel spreadsheet, then using genetic algorithm to optimize space design and calculate fitness ranking and at last using Galapagos to improve solutions. There are other hybrid methods illustrated in many studies as; Hybrid evaluation technique (Eugénio et al [30]) and Novel hybrid evaluation approach (Laura et al. [31])

However, in this paper, few of the previous CIs have not been included in the comparative analyses as shown in Fig.1 due to the lack of: clarity of some components, the implementation applicability for the focused design steps and/or enough data found. For example, Although ARCHIPLAN has been used to generate topological and 2D geometrical solutions using architectural and topological data as inputs, it was avoided since it is currently unavailable and its components cannot be obtained which is the focus of this study. However, the 19 selected CIs have been analyzed below.

![Fig. 1. Main classifications of the Computational Implementations for Healthcare building design](image)

3. Analyses of the selected CIs

The selected CIs can be classified to three main early design stages of HCB as detailed below:

Stage 1) Architectural programming and topological diagram: it is the initial stage for design process that provides the topological relations between spaces without geometric solutions.

Stage 2) Generating design alternatives: In this stage, complex procedures are required to generate different geometrical solutions that realize all design constraints.

Stage 3) Design solution evaluation: In this stage, CIs evaluates the outcomes came from previous stage, assigns existing cases, analyzes their efficiency and/or compares between existing, proposed and future solutions.
Based on the previously indicated stages, the focused CIs that deals mainly with each design stage have been addressed in Table 1. For generating design alternative stage may include the previous stage inside in most CIs, but it exceeds its results and produces design alternatives as a main outcome. For example, EAATF can include the stage of architectural programming and topological diagram; in addition to the stage of generating design alternatives, but EAATF main outcomes are design alternatives not topological relations. However, this classification has been conducted to compare between the CIs that focuses on the same stage as shown in the later analyses.

Table 1.
An overall comparative analysis of a set of CIs for HCB planning three main early design process stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIFICATION</th>
<th>Computational tools</th>
<th>Computational algorithms</th>
<th>Computational approaches</th>
<th>Hybrid methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>computational implementations</td>
<td>NetLogo</td>
<td>NetModel</td>
<td>CPA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>architectural programming and topological diagram</td>
<td>CAVE</td>
<td>EAATF</td>
<td>EASE approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generating design alternatives</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>ECP approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of design solutions</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. The comparative analysis criteria and its estimation for each CI

To determine the comparison criteria, a set of capabilities and limitations have been determined first as the main proprieties of each CI as illustrate in Fig. 2, which includes: the main inputs, process, outcomes and considerations; each item of the previous ones has sub-items that helps in the estimation process item, for example, the main input can be divided to phases such as: inserting architectural program, determining the topological constraints, considering the site boundary, etc. It was taken into account that some capabilities and limitations do not correspond to all the design stages. For instance, the capabilities and limitations for inputting the current case of HCB neither can be applied for generating design alternative stage nor architectural and topological diagram stage, due to there is no current case so far. Also, the features of CIs have been outlined to determine the result type, the CI’s application, etc.; CIs’ features for example include accurate for determining the optimal solution, extending to a huge number of spaces and depending on simple
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Comparative Analyses of CIs for the three design stage

As illustrated before, each design stage included a set of CIs that have been compared for each stage separately. Thus, CIs that mainly produce topological diagram according to an architectural programming are: NetLogo, EvoArch algorithm, KAAD approach and Simulation approach. The CIs that generate layout alternatives are: EPSAP algorithm, annealed neural network algorithm and others as shown on previous Table 1. The applicability of each criterion on each CI has been estimated via different methods as shown in Table.2; these different methods were selected to avoid biased/personal estimations. The previous estimation criteria can be classified to 3 categories (Table.2) as: a) clearly identified: this category refers to the criteria that are clearly fixed and obviously noticed for any user of this CI, such as; main input, interface components, outputs, etc. It represent the best level of estimation since it is not based on personal specification
or analyses, however, the majority of comparison criteria are classified under this category as detailed in the following Table, b) mentioned in literature: the capability/feature that have been clearly addressed in relevant study or previous ones, and c) analytical specifications: this category refers to the features that have been analyzed and extracted by authors based on previous studies and/or CIs’ properties, and this category includes only few features, advantages, disadvantages.

Table 2 illustrates detailed comparative analyses between the previously indicated CIs within each stage; the estimation of the criteria applicability for each CI has been illustrated based on the previously illustrated categories. As well as, the best CI based on the applied capabilities, limitations, computational advantages and disadvantages have been presented. Some capabilities and limitations do not correspond to all the design stages. For example, it can be observed that economic side cannot be consider for stage 1 (Architectural programming and topological diagram), in addition following users workflows cannot be considered because there is no current case to know the user workflow. Also, the outputs cannot be in 3D form in this stage. Regarding stage 2 (generating design alternatives stage), the users’ workflows cannot be followed because no users have been found yet in this stage, the user also cannot show their opinions. In stage 3 (design solutions evaluation), all building departments cannot be consider together because the evaluation in this stage is for adjacent spaces inside the same department. So, this stage neither can output multi-story building solutions nor rank fitness for solution. Hence, the best CI that is the investigator for the most capabilities, limitations and features as illustrated in the following section.
Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis of computational implementation for stage (1): architectural programming and topological diagram</th>
<th>Analysis of computational implementation for stage (2): generating design alternatives</th>
<th>Analysis of computational implementation for stage (3): design solutions/evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compositional approach</td>
<td>Computational approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site or initial case</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaces’ selection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current case or solution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site boundaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External elements or building façades</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and cultural parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic site</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main departments of building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users’ workflows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generating objective function</td>
<td>Summing weight ranking or fitness for solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generating 3D solutions</td>
<td>Evaluating the output alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geometric solutions</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of CF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Needs a License</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depending on simple mathematical method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accurate for determining the optimal solution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extending to a huge number of spaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allowing for the user to show their opinions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table Notes:**
- √: Category criteria are explicitly identified for C3 criteria
- Yes: Category criteria are mentioned in literature criteria
- No: Category criteria are analytical specifications criteria

[2] Genetic algorithm on C++ programming language has been used to implement the CI.
[3] C++ programming language and Allegro common LISP for knowledge base have been used to implement the CI.
[4] Approach script has been written in Visual basic. It required data for Visio Microsoft (Bowchart) and used NetLogo as agent-based simulation.
[5] The CI has been built in Java.
[6] C program called Archiplan has been built to implement the algorithm.
[7] Substitution loop has been built on C++ programming language to implement the CI.
[8] Autodesk Revit 3D building information modeling (BIM) has been used to implement the CI.
[9] A generative approach to computer aided planning (a specific method) is theoretical approach with unknown CI.
[10] Multi-agent system has been used in Java L7 to implement the CI.
[11] C++ programming language has been used to implement the CI.
[12] PROCESSING programming language has been used to implement the CI.
[13] Grasshopper definition has been used to implement the CI.
[14] This tool is a stand-alone program.
[15] SSA (Licensed program) and DES (full free program) have been used to implement the CI.
[16] IJSAP, which has been written by visual basic and not available program beside to SSA (Licensed program) have been used to implement the CI.
[17] 3D graph by C++ programming language (full free program) and SSA (Licensed program) have been used to implement the CI.
4. The comparative Analyses results and recommendations

According to the previous analyses, the results of the comparative analyses of CIs have been outlined for each design stage separately as follows:

4.1. CIs in Stage (1): Architectural programming and topological diagram

NetLogo and KAAD approach are the best CIs that satisfy the most of capability criteria. Thus, NetLogo can evaluate outputs, depends on simple mathematical methods with fixing site boundary in producing solutions and others features. While KAAD approach can consider the external element of facades, depends on objective function and can measure social consideration. Also, EvoArch algorithm is the only CI that can produce solution for multi-story buildings. In addition, simulation approach is the only CI that can consider the space orientation. Hence, it is recommended to use NetLogo if the design of the main departments of HCB is focused. As well, KAAD approach CI can be used for measuring the social parameters.

4.2. CIs in Stage (2): Generating design alternatives

Genetic programing and agent-based in addition to EAATF have satisfied the majority of capabilities, consequently, they are better than others. Genetic programing and agent-based can provide 3D solution for multi-story building as outcomes and evaluate them. EAATF can consider space orientation and economic side for HCB. Although, EPSAP algorithm, EASE approach and dimension customization system framework are the CIs which can consider the external elements of façades. Also, annealed neural network algorithm and generative approach to computer-aided planning are the only CIs which can be applied for main departments of HCB. In addition, subdivision algorithm can consider the site boundary and extend to a huge number of spaces. All CIs can result geometric solutions, also OCP approach can result topological solutions. By EPPAS CI, some design criteria can be considered as minimum dimension of spaces. Hence, it is recommended to use EAATF CI, if the designer/user want to obtain topological and geometric solutions of HCB. As well, Genetic programing and agent-based can be used for determining the optimal solution accurately. For consider the main department of HCB, the designer/user should use Annealed neural network algorithm or generative approach to computer-aided planning.

4.3. CIs in Stage (3): Design solutions evaluation

The most CIs that meet the indicated advantages are J-graph and SSA, as well as CAVE application. J-graph and SSA can allow the user to show their opinions and consider spaces orientation. CAVE application can consider the economic side and can provide 3D solutions. DES and SSA, in addition to MedModel are the only CIs which can provide numerical results. Also, KAAD approach depends on objective function. In addition, computational algorithm and using SSA are hybrid method that can extend to a huge number of spaces. Hence, it is recommended to use CAVE application, if the designer/user wants to obtain 3D geometric solutions of HCB. Also, DES and SSA, in addition to MedModel should be used for just obtaining numerical results. J-graph and SSA is recommended for determining the optimal solution.

5. Connectivity relations possibilities between the CI

In this section, connectivity relations possibilities between the presented CIs have been studied; these relations are studied to enhance the use of each CI outcomes, so two or more
CIs can be used to extend the possible outcomes of single ones separately, accordingly, computational framework can be developed. The matrix of the possible connectivity relations of CIs is outlined as shown in (Fig.3), accordingly, CIs that can connect together can be determined. Hence, there are different connections between the CIs, as shown in illustrated matrix in fig.3. For example, EvoArch algorithm can produce topological solutions which then will be used in EAATF for generating design alternatives. Also, J-graph and SSA can evaluate the outcomes of EPSAP algorithm. For hybrid methods, some CIs can be replaced instead of one of this hybrid method CIS. For example, SSA can be replaced by simulation approach in hybrid method of DES and SSA.

**Fig. 3.** The matrix of possible connectivity relations between CIs for HCB

Accordingly, extended solutions within more than one design stage can be proposed; two scenarios of the possible connections between CIs have been proposed in this study as detailed below.

5.1. Scenario A: connecting between NetLogo, Annealed neural network algorithm in addition to J-graph and SSA

HCB solution/s through three design stages can be outlined as detailed in (Fig.4). First, the designer/user should input layout boundary and adjacency matrix for spaces in NetLogo. Accordingly, NetLogo will convert the adjacency matrix into special relations by model of node and edges as shown graphically in Fig.4 (b), then it will distribute nods randomly to find the optimal configuration, and therefore the topological solution will be provided as shown in Fig.4 (c). Second, the topological solution will be inserted into
annealed neural network model. Through the annealed neural network, the geometric configuration can be produced and the optimal solution can be determined. Finally, the quantitative analyses based on design solution structure will be inserted into J-graph and SSA hybrid method. Thus, J-graph will be drawn for analyses of flow connection (as the graphical example shown in Fig.4 (e and f)) and SSA will calculate accessibility, usability and connectivity. With this framework, the optimal generated solution can be obtained out of the above CIs as shown in (Fig.4), while no single CI can achieve that.

Fig. 4. Scenario A: (a) Scenario steps proposed by this study, (b) Conversion adjacency matrix, (c) Random distribution for topological solution, (d) optimal design solution, (e) J-graph for analysis of flow connection and space depth (Heangwoo et al [5]) and (f) SSA for calculation accessibility, usability and cognition for each space (Heangwoo et al [5])

5.2. Scenario B: connecting between EAATF, CAVE application and MedModel
Also, obtaining HCB solution/s through two design stage can be articulated as detailed in (Fig.5). First, the designer/user should input site boundary, architectural and topological criteria in EAATF. Accordingly, EAATF will provide set of designs with acceptable topological relations, the designs will be improved to achieve architectural criteria, and therefore the 3D spatial design solutions will be generated. Second, the suitable solution will be inserted into CAVE application (as shown in Fig.5 (d)); the spaces components will be arranged to evaluate the static and dynamic space environment by HCB’s users, so, the evaluation of 3D design solution’s components will be obtained. Finally, the last 3D solution with its components will be converted to 2D CAD drawing; it can be inserted into MedModel. MedModel can create models of HCB operators to develop workflow scenarios by calculating trip time for users’ workflow, and the most effective solution for user flow will be determined. Hence, 3D design solution with the evaluation of spaces’ component can be obtained.

Fig.5. Scenario (B): (a) Scen(a)h steps proposed by this study, (b) topology finding process (Zifeng and Biao [6]), (c) 3D spatial design solutions (Zifeng and Biao[6]), (d) evaluation component arrangement of 3d solution (Phillip et al [13]) and (e) Creation dynamic model and definition HCB operators through flowchart (Mohammed et al[12])
6. Conclusion

This paper illustrated comparative analyses of a set of CIs related to early design stages of HCB, these stages include: a) architectural programming and topological diagram, b) generating design alternatives and c) design solution evaluation. Relevant CIs were collected, studied and compared, as well as inputs, processes’ phases, outputs and other specific features of each indicated CI were analyzed. Subsequently, these CIs have been classified to four groups: a) computational tools, b) computational algorithms, c) computational approaches and d) hybrid methods. Consequently, relevant CIs were compared based on different estimation criteria such as their capabilities, limitation and features (advantages and disadvantages), The estimation of relevant criteria have been classified to three categories; a) clearly identified, b) mentioned in literature, and c) analytical specifications. The comparative analyses conclude the most suitable CI/s for different design stage. Finally, connectivity relations possibilities between the presented CIs have been studied, and accordingly two scenarios of extending HCB solutions using more than one CI have been presented as examples.

As a result, CIs that mainly produce topological diagram according to architectural programming (stage 1) are: NetLogo, EvoArch algorithm, KAAD approach and Simulation approach. NetLogo and KAAD approach were found to be the best CIs that satisfy the most of indicated capabilities as well as evaluating the outcomes. Simulation approach is the only CI that can consider the space orientation. Other CIs have more limitations and disadvantage that may prevent their use mostly, such as EvoArch algorithm which cannot provide site boundary as input. Also, CIs that mainly generate design alternatives are: EPSAP algorithm, Annealed neural network algorithm, Subdivision algorithm, Dimensional customization system framework, A generative approach to computer-aided planning, EASE approach, Evolutionary approach by an agent-based topology finding, OCP approach, Genetic programming and agent-based in addition to EPPAS. Genetic programming and agent-based in addition to EAATF were found to be better than others to be used in generating design alternative. Annealed neural network algorithm and generative approach to computer-aided planning are the only CIs which can be applied for main departments of HCB. However, other CIs have different limitations and disadvantages, for example, Dimensional customization system framework which is only for a building with a few number of spaces, also, OCP approach neither can sum solution fitness nor evaluate the output. Finally, CIs that mainly evaluate the design solution for HCB are MedModel, CAVE application, KAAD approach, DES and SSA, Computational algorithm and using SSA, as well as J-graph and SSA. The best CI for this stage based on capabilities and their features were J-graph and SSA, in addition to CAVE application. KAAD approach does not determine the optimal solution and it is also limited to a few spaces. Although MedModel follows users’ workflows in HCB to provide numerical results, it studies topological relations more than geometrical side.

Different possibilities to connect two or more CIs were accordingly discussed, as well as two different scenarios to get extended outcomes over single CIs were discussed as examples. The results of the connectivity analysis shows that optimal generated solution/s can be obtained out of NetLogo, Annealed neural network algorithm, besides J-graph and SSA. Also, 3D design solution with evaluation for spaces’ components can be obtained through CIs connectivity between EAATF, CAVE application and MedModel.
Accordingly, this study can be further extended to include other design stages of HCB such as conceptual and pre-design stage. Other aspects can be added also to the comparisons such as energy consumption and environmental aspects, as well as other building types can be included. More specific, the computational frameworks shown in the presented examples of Cls’ connections can be implemented on a specific HCB case as a future work; this is to validate the final outcomes statistically, and other frameworks can be also proposed, detailed and validated for different connections to meet different cases of HCB designs.
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تحليل مقارن للتطبيقات الحاسوبية لتصميم مباني الرعاية الصحية

الملخص العربي:
بدأ حديثا التركيز على اتمتة عملية التصميم المعماري لمباني الرعاية الصحية وذلك لسهولة التنفيذ وسرعة أداء الري أي في التصميمات المعمارية. وبناءً على ذلك، تم دراسة التطور الكبير للتطبيقات الحاسوبية في المراحل المبكرة لعملية تصميم مباني الرعاية الصحية، مثل مرحلة التصميم ومرحلة حلول تصميمية ومرحلة تقييم الحلول التصميمية وغيرها، وذلك لتوفير أدوات مساعدة للمصممين. يقدم هذا البحث تحليل مقارن لمجموعة من التطبيقات الحاسوبية والتي يمكن أن تطبق في مراحل عملية تصميم مباني الرعاية الصحية، ومتعمقات في (أ) مرحلة إعادة البرنامج المعماري والعلاقات الوظيفية، (ب) مرحلة انتاج البدائل التصميمية، و (ج) مرحلة تقييم الحلول التصميمية. وقد تم تصنيف التطبيقات الحاسوبية إلى أدوات حاسوبية وبرامج حاسوبية وبرامج مختلطة أو متنوعة. كما تم مقارنهم وقائمة لمجموعة من المعايير وطرق تقييم متعددة. يساعد هذا البحث تحليل مقارن والمصممين في تحديد أفضل بديل حاسوبي أو تطبيقات حاسوبية لكل مرحلة من مراحل التصميم المبكرة لمباني الرعاية الصحية، بالإضافة إلى دراسة إمكانية الوصل بين تطبيقات حاسوبية أو أكثر داخل إطار واحد وذلك لحصول على نتائج أفضل ودائم نطاق أوسع. يتمثل أهم المخرجات الرئيسية لهذه الدراسة في تحديد إمكانية الوصل بين التطبيقات الجديدة غير المخترقة في عملية التصميم لمباني الرعاية الصحية، وتشمل أيضاً مناقشة إمكانية الوصل بين التطبيقات الحاسوبية المختلفة في سيناريوهات مختلفة. مبسطة كنتيجة لتحليل الجمع بين التطبيقات الحاسوبية.

كلمات مفتاحية: التطبيقات الحاسوبية، تصميم مباني الرعاية الصحية، اتمتة التصميم المعماري، انتاج بدائل تصميمية، تصميم الحاسوبي.